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Abstract
We study gluon scattering amplitudes/Wilson loops in N = 4 super Yang{Mills
theory at strong coupling by calculating the area of the minimal surfaces in AdS3
based on the associated thermodynamic Bethe ansatz system. The remainder func-
tion of the amplitudes is computed by evaluating the free energy, the T- and Y-
functions of the homogeneous sine-Gordon model. Using conformal ¯eld theory
(CFT) perturbation, we examine the mass corrections to the free energy around
the CFT point corresponding to the regular polygonal Wilson loop. Based on the
relation between the T-functions and the g-functions, which measure the boundary
entropy, we calculate corrections to the T- and Y-functions as well as express them
at the CFT point by the modular S-matrix. We evaluate the remainder function
around the CFT point for 8 and 10-point amplitudes explicitly and compare these
analytic expressions with the 2-loop formulas. The two rescaled remainder functions
show very similar power series structures.
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1. Introduction
It has been recognized that there exists an integrability structure in gluon scattering
amplitudes in N = 4 super Yang{Mills theory at strong coupling. Gluon scattering
amplitudes are dual to the Wilson loops made of light-like segments [1, 2]. By us-
ing the AdS-CFT correspondence, the amplitudes at strong coupling are shown to
be equal to the area of the minimal surface in AdS with the same null polygonal
boundary [1]. For n(¸ 6)-point amplitudes [3, 4] they are shown to di®er from the
Bern-Dixon-Smirnov (BDS) conjecture [5]. The deviation from the BDS conjecture
is called the remainder function, which is a function of the cross-ratios of the external
gluon momenta.
It has been found that the equations for the minimal surface reduce to the Hitchin
system and the area of the surface is determined by the Stokes data of its solutions
[6{9]. The Stokes data and their cross-ratios obey the functional equations called the
T-system [10] and the Y-system [11]. The area of the minimal surface is determined
by the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) equations [12] associated with the Y-
system [8].
Y-systems are closely related to two-dimensional integrable models. For the 6-
point gluon scattering amplitude, which corresponds to the minimal surface with
a hexagonal null boundary in AdS5, the related Y-system and the TBA equations
are those of the Z4-symmetric integrable model [7]. In our previous paper [13], we
solved the TBA equations with chemical potential by the integrable perturbation
of conformal ¯eld theory (CFT) and evaluated the free energy. In order to obtain
the analytic form of the remainder function near the CFT point corresponding to
the regular polygonal Wilson loop, it is moreover necessary to calculate small mass
expansion of the Y-functions, which was determined numerically in [13].
A key observation for computing the Y-functions analytically is as follows: The
TBA free energy is obtained from the partition function on a cylinder with the
periodic boundary condition. We can also consider the free energy on a cylinder with
di®erent boundary conditions. A²eck and Ludwig [14] introduced the g-functions
from this free energy, which count the ground state degeneracy of the system with
boundaries (the boundary entropy). In [15, 16], Dorey et al. studied the exact o®-
critical g-functions for the purely elastic scattering theory and derived the integral
equation for them. They evaluated the g-functions using the integrable perturbation
of the boundary CFT. Remarkably, ratios of the g-functions obey the same integral
equations for the T-functions. This enables us to obtain the analytic expression
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for the Y-functions from the g-functions and determine the analytic form of the
remainder function near the CFT point.
In this paper, we study the remainder function for 2~n-point gluon scattering
amplitudes at strong coupling, which correspond to minimal surfaces in AdS3 with a
2~n-gonal light-like boundary. This corresponds to the case where the gluon momenta
are in R1;1. In [9] the related integrable system was shown to be the homogeneous
sine-Gordon model (HSG) [17] with purely imaginary resonance parameters. The
relevant CFT is the generalized parafermions SU(~n¡2)2=U(1)~n¡2 [18]. In this paper
we will study the boundary and bulk perturbation of the generalized parafermions
and calculate the ratios of the g-functions. For the octagon (~n = 4) and the decagon
(~n = 5), we will calculate the perturbative corrections to the T-/Y-functions, the free
energy and the remainder function explicitly. We compare these analytic expressions
of the remainder function with the 2-loop formulas proposed in [19{21] around the
CFT limit.
The above analytic results are important to understand the structure and the
momentum dependence of the amplitudes at strong coupling exactly. The purpose
of this paper is to take a step toward this direction by analyzing the TBA system
near the CFT point from the conformal perturbation theory (CPT). A point in our
discussion is that not only the free energy but also the Y-functions can be discussed in
this framework owing to the relation between the T-/Y-functions and the g-functions.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the TBA system for
the minimal surfaces in AdS3. In section 3, we discuss the HSG model and the
free energy for the integrable bulk perturbations. In section 4, we study the HSG
model from the CPT of the generalized parafermions and the relation between the T-
functions and the g-functions. In section 5, we investigate the small mass expansions
of the g-function and the remainder function for the octagon. In section 6, we argue
the corrections to the free energy, the T-/Y-functions and the remainder function
for the decagon. In section 7, we compare the analytic expressions for the remainder
functions for the octagon and the decagon with the 2-loop results. In section 8, we
give a summary and a discussion. In Appendix A, we present the high-temperature
expansion of the g-function for the Ising model in detail. In Appendix B, we study
the CPT of an SU(2) coset model with fractional level. In Appendix C, we discuss
the expansion of the Y-functions in the case of complex masses. In Appendix D, we
examine the structure of the expansion of the remainder functions at higher orders.
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2. Review of TBA system for minimal surfaces in AdS3
2.1. Problem
Gluon scattering amplitudes at strong coupling are evaluated by the area of minimal
surfaces in AdS5 [1]. The minimal surfaces have a polygonal boundary located on the
AdS boundary. Each edge of the polygonal boundary represents a gluon momentum.
Throughout this paper we consider the case where the minimal surfaces stretch inside
the maximal AdS3 subspace. In this case, the polygonal boundary is contained
inside R1;1 at the AdS boundary. Namely, we consider amplitudes with all the gluon
momenta being restricted in R1;1. For general 2~n-point amplitudes, we label the
vertices of the polygon in the light-cone coordinates as x2k¡1 = (x+k ; x
¡
k ); x2k =
(x+k+1; x
¡
k ); k = 1; : : : ; ~n (with identi¯cation x
§
~n+1 = x
§
1 ). The gluon momenta are
then given by xj ¡ xj+1; j = 1; : : : 2~n (x2~n+1 = x1). These data completely ¯x the
shape and the area of the minimal surfaces.
As the gluon scattering amplitudes inN = 4 SYM are infrared divergent, the area
of the minimal surfaces are also divergent. Nevertheless, the structure of the diver-
gence has been well studied and one can read o® meaningful results after specifying
an appropriate regularization scheme. The ¯nite results are commonly analyzed in
the form of the remainder function, namely the deviation of the area from the con-
jecture of Bern, Dixon and Smirnov [5]. It is a dual-conformally invariant quantity
and hence a function of cross-ratios of xj. The form of the function is of our central
interest.
2.2. T-/Y-system and TBA equations
Despite the di±culty in analytically constructing the minimal surfaces for general
polygonal boundaries, it turned out that the area can be computed by solving TBA
type integral equations. This subsection is devoted to a brief summary of the TBA
equations and the associated T-/Y-system for the minimal surfaces in AdS3. For
details, see [6, 8, 9, 22].
The standard procedure to analyze the minimal surfaces in AdS3 is to consider
the auxiliary linear problem associated with the original nonlinear equations of mo-
tion. For any minimal surface in AdS3 one can consider SU(2) Hitchin equations [6],
which are a set of ¯rst order linear di®erential equations de¯ned on the world-sheet
with coordinates z; ¹z. To be precise, there appear two sets of Hitchin equations
corresponding to SL(2)L, SL(2)R evolutions of AdS3. These are promoted to a one-
parameter family of di®erential equations with a spectral parameter ³, where ³ = 1
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and ³ = i correspond to the original SL(2)L and SL(2)R cases, respectively. The
minimal surface is constructed as the product of the solutions of these Hitchin equa-
tions.
When the minimal surface possesses a 2~n-gonal boundary, solutions of the Hitchin
equations exhibit the Stokes phenomena. The world-sheet is divided, with respect to
the asymptotic behavior of solutions, into ~n angular regions called the Stokes sectors.
When moving from one sector to another at large jzj, a solution shows drastic change
in its asymptotic behavior. This corresponds to moving from one cusp to another
cusp at the boundary of the minimal surface. In each sector one can uniquely (up
to normalization) choose the \small" solution, which shows the fastest decay for
jzj ! 1 among the solutions. We let sj(z; ¹z; ³) denote such small solution in the
j-th Stokes sector (j = 1; : : : ; ~n). We are considering (³-dependent) SU(2) Hitchin
equations, and thus sj's are 2-component column vectors. We ¯x the normalization
of sj so that
hsj; sj+1i := det(sj sj+1) = 1: (2.1)
Since there are only two linearly independent solutions, all sj's are expressed as
linear combinations of any two of them. The coe±cients of these linear combinations
are called the Stokes data. The Stokes data are redundant and one ¯nds relations
among them. It turned out that such relations are concisely expressed in the form of
T-system, where Stokes data are identi¯ed with T-functions [8]. In the present case,
the T-system reads
T+j T
¡
j = 1 + Tj¡1Tj+1; (2.2)
where j = 1; : : : ; ~n¡ 3. The T-functions are given by
T2k+1(µ) = hs¡k¡1; sk+1i; T2k(µ) = hs¡k¡1; ski+ (2.3)
for Tj with j = 0; : : : ; ~n¡ 2 and the rest are set to be zero. Here we introduced the
new variable µ by
³ = eµ (2.4)
and the convention f§ := f(µ § ¼i=2). Note that Stokes data are by de¯nition
independent of z; ¹z and depend only on ³. In (2.3) there appear sj with j · 0, which
are de¯ned by successively applying the normalization condition (2.1). As sj and sj+~n
correspond to the same Stokes sector, they are, as functions of z; ¹z, proportional to
each other
sj / sj+~n: (2.5)
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We see that T0 = 1 and T~n¡2 is equal to one of the proportionality coe±cients
(monodromies). The present T-system is of the standard A~n¡3 type.
While the T-functions completely characterize the shape of the minimal surface,
they contain unphysical gauge degrees of freedom. Instead, one can consider gauge
invariant quantities called Y-functions. In this case, they are given by
Yj = Tj¡1Tj+1: (2.6)
Note that Yj with j = 1; : : : ; ~n¡3 are in general nontrivial functions while the rest are
zero. Y-functions correspond directly to the physical variables. They are essentially
the cross-ratios:
Y2k = ¡X¡k;k;¡k¡1;k+1 ; Y2k+1 = ¡X+¡k¡1;k;¡k¡2;k+1 ; (2.7)
where
Xijkl := hsi; sjihsk; slihsi; skihsj; sli ; (2.8)
and
Xijkl(³ = 1) =
x+ijx
+
kl
x+ikx
+
jl
=: Â+ijkl ; Xijkl(³ = i) =
x¡ijx
¡
kl
x¡ikx
¡
jl
=: Â¡ijkl; (2.9)
with xij := xi ¡ xj. The indices in the cross-ratios Â§ijkl are labeled mod ~n, and the
subscripts § in x§ij are space-time indices, not to be confused with the shift of µ.
It follows from (2.2) and (2.6) that the Y-functions satisfy the following Y-system
Y +j Y
¡
j = (1 + Yj¡1)(1 + Yj+1) ; (2.10)
where j = 1; : : : ; ~n¡3. These are the main equations that characterize the present Y-
functions. In addition, the Y-functions for minimal surfaces in AdS3 obey additional
conditions. One is
Yj(µ) = Yj(¡¹µ); (2.11)
which follows from the reality condition of the minimal surfaces. Another important
condition is the asymptotic behavior for small spectral parameter ³ = eµ ! 0,
log Y2k » Z2k
³
; log Y2k+1 » Z2k+1
i³
; (2.12)
with moduli parameters Zj. This behavior is determined as follows: For large jzj,
the small solutions behave as sj » exp(w=³ + ¹w³), where w =
R zp
p(z)dz with
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p(z) being the (~n¡ 2)-th degree polynomial associated with the minimal surface [6].
By the WKB analysis one ¯nds that the Y-functions behave as in (2.12) with Zj =
¡ H
°j
p
p(z)dz. Namely, Zj are period integrals over cycles °j of the Riemann surface
y2 = p(z). °j are taken in such a way that each of them has nonzero intersection
with the adjacent ones °2k ^ °2k¡1 = °2k ^ °2k+1 = 1 [8]. For later convenience, we
rewrite Zj as \mass" parameters
m2k = ¡2Z2k ; m2k+1 = ¡2Z2k+1=i : (2.13)
The mass parameters are in general complex:
mj = jmjjei'j : (2.14)
The other condition is the analyticity that the shifted Y-functions
~Yj(µ) := Yj(µ + i'j) (2.15)
are regular inside the strip
¡¼
2
< Im µ <
¼
2
: (2.16)
Incorporating these additional conditions, one can transform the Y-system rela-
tions (2.10) into the following TBA type integral equations
log ~Yj(µ) = ¡jmjj cosh µ +Kj;j¡1 ¤ log(1 + ~Yj¡1) +Kj;j+1 ¤ log(1 + ~Yj+1) (2.17)
for j'j ¡ 'j§1j < ¼=2, where
Kjj0(µ) :=
1
2¼
1
cosh(µ + i'j ¡ i'j0) (2.18)
and f ¤ g := R f(µ¡ µ0)g(µ0)dµ0. The free energy associated with the TBA system is
expressed by the solutions of the above TBA equations as
¡F = Afree =
~n¡3X
j=1
Z 1
¡1
dµ
2¼
jmjj cosh µ log
¡
1 + ~Yj(µ)
¢
: (2.19)
This gives the main contribution to the area of the minimal surfaces.
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2.3. Remainder function
The TBA equations (2.17) completely determine the Y-functions. The area of the
minimal surface and the reminder function are then computed by using these Y-
functions. The remainder function is de¯ned as
R = A¡ Adiv ¡ ABDS; (2.20)
where A is the area of the minimal surface, Adiv and ABDS are respectively the
divergent term and the ¯nite term read from the BDS conjecture [6]. The formulas
for the 2~n-point amplitudes are di®erent for odd ~n and even ~n. We describe them
separately below.
2.3.1. Case with odd ~n
In this case, the remainder function reads
R = Asinh + Aperiods +¢ABDS : (2.21)
The ¯rst term is
Asinh = Afree + (~n¡ 2)A~n=3sinh ; (2.22)
where A~n=3sinh = 7¼=12 is the value for the hexagon solution, which necessarily becomes
equivalent to the regular hexagon solution.
The second term is given by [6]
Aperiods = i
(~n¡3)=2X
r=1
¡
¹werw
m;r ¡ wer ¹wm;r
¢
; (2.23)
where wer =
H
°er
p
p(z)dz and wm;r =
H
°m;r
p
p(z)dz are the periods for the cycles
with the canonical intersection form °er ^°m;s = ±sr . In terms of the periods Zj, which
correspond to cycles with nontrivial intersection form µjk = °j ^ °k (see [8]), it is
written as
Aperiods = ¡iwjkZj ¹Zk: (2.24)
Here, wjk is the inverse of the intersection form µ
jk.
The third term is given by [6]
¢ABDS = ABDS-like ¡ ABDS = 1
4
~nX
i;j=1
log
c+i;j
c+i;j+1
log
c¡i¡1;j
c¡i;j
: (2.25)
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ABDS-like is a ¯nite term left after subtracting Adiv from the area of a certain reference
region. c§i;j are cross-ratios formed by nearest neighbor distances only. For example,
when (j ¡ i) > 0 is odd,
c§i;j =
x§i+2;i+1x
§
i+4;i+3 ¢ ¢ ¢ x§j;i
x§i+1;ix
§
i+3;i+2 ¢ ¢ ¢ x§j;j¡1
; (2.26)
where xi; xi+1; : : : ; xj successively appear in the expression. When (j ¡ i) > 0 is
even the path goes along the opposite side: xi ! xi¡1 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ ! xj. By de¯nition,
c§i;j = c
§
j;i. The indices of c
§
i;j are labeled mod ~n. We also de¯ne c
§
i;j = 1 for ji¡jj · 1.
For the AdS3 kinematics, one can set the coordinates of the cusps so that c
§
i;j > 0.
Note that one can express c§i;j in terms of Y-functions at special values by using (2.7),
(2.9).
2.3.2. Case with even ~n
In this case,
R = Asinh + Aperiods + Aextra +¢ABDS : (2.27)
The ¯rst term Asinh is the same as in (2.22). The second term is [6]
Aperiods = i
(~n¡2)=2X
r=2
¡
¹werw
m;r ¡ wer ¹wm;r
¢
: (2.28)
The third term is given by
Aextra = ¡1
2
(ws + ¹ws) log °
R
1 +
1
2i
(ws ¡ ¹ws) log °L1 ; (2.29)
where
ews+ ¹ws = ¡ x
+
23x
+
45 ¢ ¢ ¢ x+~n;1
x+12x
+
34 ¢ ¢ ¢ x+~n¡1;~n
; e(ws¡ ¹ws)=i = ¡ x
¡
23x
¡
45 ¢ ¢ ¢ x¡~n;1
x¡12x
¡
34 ¢ ¢ ¢ x¡~n¡1;~n
; (2.30)
and
°L1 = °1(³ = 1) ; °
R
1 = °1(³ = i) ; (2.31)
with
°1(³) = T1(µ + ¼i) : (2.32)
Here, ews+ ¹ws , e(ws¡ ¹ws)=i are given by (T~n¡2)(¡1)
~n=2+1
at µ = ¡¼i=2 and 0, respectively.
The relation between °1(³) and T1 follows from the de¯nition of the Stokes data. We
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see that Aextra is expressed in terms of T-functions. The T-functions are expressed
in terms of Y-functions, as we will see in section 4.
The last term is similar to (2.25),
¢ABDS = ABDS-like ¡ ABDS = 1
4
~n0X
i;j=1
log
c^+i;j
c^+i;j+1
log
c^¡i¡1;j
c^+i;j
; (2.33)
where ~n0 = ~n+ 1 and c^§ij are de¯ned by cij for the 2(~n+ 1)-point case by the double
soft limit x§~n+1 ! x§1 . The explicit form is given in [22].
3. Integrable models and CFT perturbation
As we saw in the last section, the problem of computing gluon scattering amplitudes
at strong coupling is governed by TBA type integral equations. It was found [9] that
the above TBA equations for null-polygonal minimal surfaces in AdS3 are identi¯ed
with those of the homogeneous sine-Gordon (HSG) models [17]. In particular, when
the resonance parameters are trivial, the HSG models admit the description of the
bulk and boundary conformal perturbation theory (CPT). This allows us to analyt-
ically solve the TBA equations near the CFT point in the form of high-temperature
(or small mass) expansion. Moreover, in some special cases the TBA equations
are also identi¯ed with those of other integrable theories. In these cases, the CFT
analysis becomes simpler. Furthermore, from the results for the trivial resonance
parameters one is able to analyze the case of nontrivial resonance parameters, as is
discussed later on. In this section we review those integrable models associated with
the TBA equations and the high-temperature expansion of the free energy.
3.1. Homogeneous sine-Gordon model
The HSG models are obtained as integrable perturbations [23] of the coset Gk=U(1)
rG
CFTs (generalized parafermion CFTs) [18, 24]. Here, k is the level and rG is the
rank of a compact Lie group G. For the present purpose we focus on the case with
G = SU(n). The classical action is
S = k
³
SgWZW ¡
Z
d2xV (g)
´
; (3.1)
where SgWZW is the corresponding gauged WZW action, g is an element of G, and
V (g) =
¹2
4¼
tr(¤+g
y¤¡g) : (3.2)
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¤§ = i¸§ ¢ h are elements of the Cartan subalgebra h of the Lie algebra g = su(n),
which are parametrized by two (n¡ 1)-dimensional vectors
¸§ =
n¡1X
i=1
~¹ie
§¾i¸i : (3.3)
Here ¸i are the fundamental weights, the parameters ¾i describe the resonance when
they are real and together with a bare overall mass scale ¹, dimensionless parameters
~¹i give the semi-classical masses of the solitons
¹ai = ¹~¹i½a ; ½a =
sin ¼a
k
sin ¼
k
(a = 1; :::; k ¡ 1) : (3.4)
The potential is identi¯ed with a linear combination of weight-zero adjoint ¯elds.
One can also rewrite the potential V (g) as
V (g) =
¹2
4¼
n¡1X
i;j=1
¹2ij¡ij(g) ; (3.5)
with
¹2ij = ~¹i~¹je
¾i¡¾j ; ¡ij(g) = ¡tr
³
(¸i ¢ h)gy(¸j ¢ h)g
´
; (3.6)
so that it becomes manifest that each mass scale ¹ij is turned on by the ¯eld ¡ij.
Let us now consider the quantum theory. For the reason explained in the next
subsection, we set ¾i = 0. In the quantum theory, the adjoint ¯elds have conformal
dimensions
¢ = ¹¢ =
n
k + n
: (3.7)
Thus, as in the case of the sine-Gordon model [25], on dimensional grounds the
potential is renormalized as
V »
n¡1X
i;j=1
(M2 ~Mi ~Mj)
1¡(¢+¹¢)=2
h
¡ij(g)
i
R
: (3.8)
As in the bare case, M is the physical mass scale and ~Mi are dimensionless parame-
ters, in terms of which the physical masses are expressed as
Mai =Mi½a ; Mi =M ~Mi : (3.9)
Replacing
h
¡ij(g)
i
R
with the weight-zero adjoint operators, the action in the quan-
tum theory may be given by
S = kSgWZW + ¸
Z
d2x© ;¸ ¹¸ ; (3.10)
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where
© ;¸ ¹¸ = (¸)
l(¹¸)
¹lÁl;¹l
=
n¡1X
i;j=1
( ~Mi ~Mj)
1¡(¢+¹¢)=2(^¸j)l(^¸i)
¹lÁl;¹l : (3.11)
Here, Ál;¹l are the adjoint operators which transform as the l-th (¹l-th) element of h
under the left (right) transformation. We have set ¾i = 0 and hence ¸ = ¹¸. One
can decompose them as
¸ = ¹¸ =
n¡1X
j=1
~M
1¡(¢+¹¢)=2
j
^¸
j ; (3.12)
where each basis vector ^¸j corresponds to the deformation along which ~Mj varies.
Classically ^¸j coincide with the fundamental weights ¸j, but quantum mechanically
they are functions of the ratios of ~Mj. The coupling constant is related to the mass
scale M as1
¸ = ¡·nM2¡(¢+¹¢) : (3.13)
The proportionality constant ·n is computed explicitly for some simple cases, as we
will see later.
We normalize the adjoint operators asD
Ál;¹l(z)Ál0;¹l0(0)
E
= ±ll0±¹l¹l0
1
jzj4¢ ; (3.14)
from whichD
© ;¸ ¹¸(z)© ;¸ ¹¸(0)
E
=
G2
jzj 4nn+2
; G( ~Mj) :=
n¡1X
i;j=1
~M
2
n+2
i Fij
~M
2
n+2
j ; (3.15)
where
Fij = ^¸i ¢ ^¸j: (3.16)
Note that in the classical limit Fij coincides with the inverse of the Cartan matrix.
1Throughout this paper, we consider the perturbation with a negative coupling constant ¸.
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3.2. Correspondence with minimal surfaces in AdS3
Let us consider the SU(n) HSG model at level k = 2. For the case with k = 2, we
can drop the index a in Mai and absorb ½a into M . In [26], the exact S-matrix of
HSG models associated with simply laced g is proposed. For the SU(n)2 HSG model,
the S-matrix reads [27]
Sjk(µ) = (¡1)±jk
h
cj tanh
1
2
(µ + ¾j ¡ ¾k ¡ ¼
2
i)
iIjk
(3.17)
for j; k = 1; :::; n¡1, where ±jk is the Kronecker delta, cj = §1, and Ijk is the incidence
matrix for su(n). Given the S-matrix, one can write down the TBA equations for
the HSG models [27{29] as
²j(µ) =MjL cosh µ ¡Kjk ¤ log(1 + e¡²k); (3.18)
where L denotes the inverse temperature and the kernel is given by
Kjk = i
@
@µ
lnSjk: (3.19)
As usual, the pseudo energies ²j(µ) are related to the Y-functions as
~Yj = e
¡²j : (3.20)
It was found in [9] that the above TBA equations coincide with those for the minimal
surfaces in AdS3 (2.17) under the identi¯cation
n = ~n¡ 2; MjL = jmjj; ¾j = i'j: (3.21)
Note that the TBA equations for the minimal surfaces with complex masses
('j 6= 0) correspond to those for the HSG model with purely imaginary resonance
parameters. Physical interpretation of such resonance parameters in the HSG model
is not quite clear at present. In addition, when ¾j ¡ ¾k are nonzero, the boundary
Yang{Baxter equations [30] are not satis¯ed and the boundary factorizable scattering
may not be well-de¯ned. These are the reasons why we have set ¾j = 0 in the last
subsection. Also, with this restriction one can make full use of the known results
about the high-temperature expansion, as we see in the following. We will discuss
how to incorporate ¾j in later sections.
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3.3. Bulk perturbation of free energy
The free energy of the model on a space of length RÀ 1 with temperature 1=L (in the
L-channel) gives the ground state energy of the model on a space of length L (in the
R-channel) [12]. The free energy around the CFT point is then given by evaluating
the ground state energy of the perturbed CFT on a cylinder of circumference L with
small coupling constant ¸. From the action (3.10), the conformal perturbation theory
(CPT) gives an expansion of the free energy2
¡F = Afree = ¼
6
cn + f
bulk
n + (2¼)
2
1X
k=1
(¡¸)k
k!
³2¼
L
´2(¢¡1)k
£
Z D
© ;¸ ¹¸(z1; ¹z1) ¢ ¢ ¢ © ;¸ ¹¸(zk; ¹zk)
E
connected
kY
i=2
(zi¹zi)
¢¡1dz22 ¢ ¢ ¢ dz2k
(3.22)
:=
¼
6
cn + f
bulk
n +
1X
k=2
f (k)n l
4k
n+2 :
Here, l = ML denotes the scale parameter, cn is the central charge and f
bulk
n is
the bulk term. We have set z1 = 1 by using translational invariance. We have
used the fact that the coupling constant ¸ has mass dimension 2¡ 2¢ = 4
n+2
and is
proportional to l
4
n+2 . We have also used the fact that the one-point function vanishes.
The central charge of the coset SU(n)2=U(1)
n¡1 is
cn =
n(n¡ 1)
n+ 2
: (3.23)
The bulk term fbulkn may be obtained as a generalization of the results in the
literature [12,31,33,34]. For odd n, following the procedure in [12,33] (see also [35])
one arrives at the expression3
fbulkn =
1
4
l2
n¡1X
i;j=1
~Mi(I
¡1)ij ~Mj : (3.24)
Note that the incidence matrix Iij has the inverse for odd n. For even n, following
the analysis in [34] one obtains
fbulkn =
1
(n+ 2)¼
Q2 ¢ l2 log l ; (3.25)
2We have rescaled the free energy as L2F=R! F .
3In the course of the derivation in the references, ¢ is assumed to be su±ciently small, so that
the terms in the summation in (3.22) are smaller than l2. As this condition is not valid in our case
with ¢ = n=(n+2), one needs appropriate modi¯cation for a rigorous derivation. We have checked
for n = 3 that the expression (3.24) is in good agreement with numerical results.
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where
Q :=
n=2¡1X
j=0
(¡)j ~M2j+1 : (3.26)
(3.24){(3.26) reproduce the known results in the case of a single nonzero mass [31,
34,36].
The coe±cients f
(k)
n are obtained by computing CFT correlation functions. Since
we already know the two-point function, we ¯nd the lowest correction from CPT:
f (2)n =
¼
6
·2nG
2C(2)n ; C
(2)
n = 3(2¼)
2(n¡2)
n+2 °2
³ n
n+ 2
´
°
³2¡ n
n+ 2
´
: (3.27)
Here, G is given in (3.15) and we have usedZ
d2z jzj2aj1¡ zj2b = ¼°(1 + a)°(1 + b)°(¡1¡ a¡ b) : (3.28)
In section 6, we present the explicit expression in the case of n = 3 as an illustration.
3.4. Single mass cases
The TBA equations (3.18) contain n ¡ 1 mass parameters. When some of them
are set to be zero, the corresponding massless pseudo energies ²j(µ) become ¯nite
constants for L ! 1, while massive ones become in¯nite [31]. This gives rise to
the appearance of CFT with a di®erent central charge. Nevertheless, one ¯nds little
di®erence concerning the small mass expansion: When one turns on/o® some of the
masses, only the constant term changes discontinuously and the other expansion
coe±cients changes continuously. This can be checked numerically.
For HSG models with general masses, the precise form of the perturbing operator
(3.11), as a function of masses, has not yet been well understood. On the other hand,
when only one mass parameter is nonzero, the CFT in the small mass limit becomes
simple and the perturbing operator as well as the exact coupling{mass ratio is known.
This allows us to explicitly compute the expansion coe±cients at low orders. Below
we present a list of such cases and collect useful facts in performing the small mass
expansion.4 Remarkably, combining the cases in subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3, we are
able to analyze a case of two general masses, which we will discuss in section 6.
4The reader is referred to [37] for a more extensive classi¯cation of conformal perturbations
associated with TBA equations.
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3.4.1. Integrable perturbation of unitary minimal model
Let us ¯rst consider the case
M1 =M; others = 0: (3.29)
The TBA equations (3.18) in this case are identi¯ed with those of the (RSOS)n
scattering theory [31,32]. The (RSOS)n scattering theory is regarded as the massive
perturbation of unitary minimal model Mn+1;n+2 by the primary ¯eld ©1;3 with
dimension ¢ = ¹¢ = n
n+2
. The action for the (RSOS)n scattering theory is
S(RSOS)n = SMn+1;n+2 + ¸RSOS
Z
d2x©1;3 ; (3.30)
where the relevant operator is normalized asD
©1;3(z)©1;3(0)
E
=
1
jzj4¢ ; (3.31)
and the coupling ¸RSOS is related to the mass M1 as [25]
¸RSOS = ¡·RSOSn M2(1¡¢)1 ; (3.32)
with
·RSOSn =
1
¼
(n+ 2)2
n(2n+ 1)
·
°
³3(n+ 1)
n+ 2
´
°
³n+ 1
n+ 2
´¸ 12 ·p¼¡(n+2
2
)
2¡(n+1
2
)
¸ 4
n+2
; (3.33)
and °(x) = ¡(x)=¡(1¡ x).
Taking into account the normalizations (3.15), (3.31), one ¯nds that
¸G( ~Mi)
¯¯¯
~Mi=0(i6=1)
= ¸RSOS ; (3.34)
and hence
¸ = ¡·nM 4n+2 ; ·n = ·
RSOS
n
F11
: (3.35)
3.4.2. Integrable perturbation of unitary SU(2) diagonal coset
The above case is generalized to the cases
Mk =M; others = 0; for k = 1; : : : ; n¡ 1: (3.36)
It is known that the TBA equations (3.18) in these cases describe the system obtained
as integrable perturbation of (SU(2)k £ SU(2)n¡k)=SU(2)n coset CFT [36, 37]. The
perturbing operator is the primary ¯eld Á1;1;3, which corresponds to the branching
of the product of two trivial representations into the adjoint representation. This
operator has conformal dimension ¢ = ¹¢ = n
n+2
. The exact coupling{mass ratio in
these cases is found in [38].
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3.4.3. Integrable perturbation of non-unitary SU(2) diagonal coset
Let us next consider the cases where
Mk =Mn¡k =M; others = 0; (k = 1; : : : ; n¡ 1) (3.37)
with n being odd. This kind of con¯guration is invariant under the Z2 outer automor-
phism of the An¡1 Dynkin diagram. In this case, one can regard the TBA equations
as those corresponding to the tadpole diagram T(n¡1)=2 (= An¡1=Z2) with a single
mass parameter being turned on. It is known that they describe the system obtained
as integrable perturbation of non-unitary (SU(2)k £ SU(2)n=2¡k¡1)=SU(2)n=2¡1 coset
CFT [37]. The perturbing operator is Á1;1;3 with dimension ¢ = ¹¢ =
n¡2
n+2
.
In particular, the case with k = 1, namely
M1 =Mn¡1 =M; others = 0 (3.38)
corresponds to integrable perturbation of the non-unitary minimal models Mn;n+2.
The case with n = 3 and k = 1 will be used in the analysis for the decagon in
section 6.
4. Conformal perturbation of g- and T-functions
As we saw in the previous section, the relation between the free energy in the L-
channel and the ground state energy in the R-channel allows one to derive an ex-
pansion of the free energy near the CFT limit. Such an expansion is studied for
the 6-point amplitudes with the AdS5 kinematics in [13]. To obtain the full ex-
pression of the amplitudes, one further needs the expansion of the cross-ratios or
the Y-/T-functions. A key observation [39, 40] for this purpose is the relationship
between the T-functions and the g-functions [14]. In this section, we discuss the con-
formal perturbation of the T-functions of the HSG model associated with the coset
SU(n)2=U(1)
n¡1. We follow [15,40] where the perturbation of the g- and T-functions
in the ADET purely elastic scattering theories is discussed. The discussion below
holds for general n with trivial formal monodromy (i.e., Tn = 1) and will be applied
to concrete examples in the following sections.5
4.1. g-functions in homogeneous sine-Gordon model
We start by considering the partition function Zh®j®i[L;R] on a cylinder of circum-
ference L, length R, and boundary conditions of type ® at both ends. It is expanded
5For even n, one can consider the cases with non-trivial Tn, where the discussion may need some
modi¯cations. Such cases appear for 2n+ 4 ¸ 12, which we hope to discuss elsewhere.
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by the eigenvalues of the circle Hamiltonian Hcirc(M;L) as
Zh®j®i[L;R] = h®j e¡RHcirc(M;L)j®i =
1X
p=0
³
G(p)j®i(l)
´2
e¡RE
circ
p (M;L) ; (4.1)
where M is the mass scale de¯ned through Mk = ~MkM ,
G(p)j®i(l) =
h®jÃpi
hÃpjÃpi1=2 (4.2)
with jÃpi being the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, and l = ML. The g-function is
then de¯ned by subtracting the linear term in L from G(0)j®i(l):
log gj®i(l) = log G(0)j®i(l) + fj®iL : (4.3)
fj®i is the constant boundary contribution to the ground state energy E
strip
0 of the L-
channel Hamiltonian Hstriph®j®i(R). The g-function counts the ground state degeneracy
and is known to decrease along the renormalization °ow [14]. It is also a subleading
contribution to the partition function for large R.
To consider the g-functions in the HSG model, we assume that the HSG model
admits an integrable generalization with boundaries, and the boundary scattering
amplitudes are also diagonal. In this section, we also set the parity breaking param-
eters ¾j = 0 as discussed in section 3. We will discuss how to incorporate ¾j in later
sections.
In the presence of boundaries, one has the boundary re°ection factors Rj(µ),
which are constrained by unitarity and crossing-unitarity [41,42],
Rj(µ)Rj(¡µ) = 1 ; Rj(µ)R¹|(µ ¡ i¼) = Sjj(2µ) ; (4.4)
where the anti-particles are the same as the particles in our case, ¹| = j. The boundary
Yang-Baxter equations are indeed satis¯ed for ¾jk := ¾j ¡ ¾k = 0. In general,
re°ection factors also have to satisfy the boundary bootstrap equations. They are,
however, trivial in our case, since the bulk S-matrix (3.17) with ¾jk = 0 does not have
poles in the physical strip 0 · Im µ · ¼. The form of the constraints (4.4) shows that
a set of re°ection factors Rj(µ) generates another R
0
j = Rj=Zj, if Zj(µ) are a solution
to one-index versions of the bulk unitary and crossing-unitary equations [43],
Zj(µ)Zj(¡µ) = 1 ; Zj(µ)Z¹|(µ ¡ i¼) = 1 : (4.5)
In particular, we use a solution,
Z
jk;Ci
j (µ) :=
³
(1 + C)µ(1¡ C)µ
´±jk
; (4.6)
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in the following, where
(x)µ :=
sinh 1
2
(µ + i¼
2
x)
sinh 1
2
(µ ¡ i¼
2
x)
: (4.7)
A boundary ® is then associated with a set of the re°ection factors R
j®i
j (µ). It
turns out that the g-function corresponding to j®i satis¯es the following integral
equation [15,16,44,45],
log gj®i(l) = logCj®i + §(l) (4.8)
+
1
4
n¡1X
j=1
Z
R
dµ
³
Á
j®i
j (µ)¡±(µ)¡2Ájj(2µ)
´
log
¡
1 + e¡²j(µ)
¢
:
Here, Cj®i is a symmetry factor associated with the vacuum degeneracy at in¯nite l.
Á
j®i
j and Ájk are given by the boundary and bulk S-matrices as
Á
j®i
j (µ) =
1
¼i
@µ logR
j®i
j (µ) ; Ájk(µ) =
1
2¼i
@µ logSjk(µ) : (4.9)
§(l) is a certain boundary-condition independent term, precise form of which is
irrelevant for our purpose. For details, see [15,16].
4.2. Relation between g- and T-functions
In the conformal limit, boundary conditions are labeled by primary ¯elds, and hence
a boundary ® may be speci¯ed by the corresponding primary ¯eld. To describe the
relation between the g- and the T-functions, we then consider the re°ection factors
corresponding to the boundary condition labeled by the identity operator, R
j1i
j (µ),
together with the deformed ones,
R
jk;Ci
j (µ) =
R
j1i
j (µ)
Z
jk;Ci
j (µ)
: (4.10)
R
j1i
j is expected to be minimal, namely, having the smallest number of poles and
zeros. We assume the existence of R
j1i
j . These re°ection factors give the g-functions
gj1i and gjk;Ci through (4.8), the ratio of which satis¯es an integral equation,
log
µ
gjk;Ci(l)
gj1i(l)
Cj1i
Cjk;Ci
¶
(4.11)
=
Z
dµ
4¼
µ
1
cosh(µ + i¼
2
C)
+
1
cosh(µ ¡ i¼
2
C)
¶
log
³
1 + Yk(µ)
´
:
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We notice that almost only the information of the deforming factors Z
jk;Ci
j has re-
mained.
On the other hand, from the T-system (2.2) and the relation between the T- and
Y-functions (2.6), the T-functions obey the integral equation, 6
log Tk(µ) = ¡ºk cosh µ +K ¤ log(1 + Yk) : (4.12)
Here, the kernel is given by (2.18) with 'j = 'j0 = 0: K = 1=(2¼ cosh µ). ºk
specify the asymptotic behavior of Tk(µ) and are related to the mass term of the
TBA equations as
mk = ºk¡1 + ºk+1 : (4.13)
Comparing (4.11) and (4.12), and using Tk(µ) = Tk(¡µ), one ¯nds that
log
µ
gjk;Ci(l)
gj1i(l)
Cj1i
Cjk;Ci
¶
= ºk cos
³¼
2
C
´
+ log Tk
³
i
¼
2
C
´
: (4.14)
Since Cj®i is associated with the vacuum degeneracy, which may be determined by
the symmetry, we expect Cj1i = Cjk;Ci. Assuming this and subtracting the linear
term in l / ºk, we arrive at an important formula,
G(0)jk;Ci
G(0)j1i
= Tk
³
i
¼
2
C
´
: (4.15)
4.3. Expansion of T-functions
Using (4.15) and the conformal perturbation, one can derive an expansion of Tk(µ)
near the CFT limit. To this end, we ¯rst note that the conformal perturbation gives
the expansion of the g-functions [15,40],
log G(0)j1i(¸; L) =
1X
q=0
gj1iq (¸L
2¡2¢)q ;
log G(0)j®i(¸; ¹; L) =
1X
p;q=0
gj®ip;q (¹L
1¡¢)p(¸L2¡2¢)q ; (4.16)
where ¹ is the coupling of the boundary perturbation, and we have assumed that
the dimension of the boundary perturbing operator is ¢ = n=(n+ 2). Following the
6For even n, an appropriate gauge has to be chosen.
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argument in [15], we also assume the relation between the boundary coupling and
the deformation parameter,
¹ = ¹0 cos
³ ¼
n+ 2
C
´
; (4.17)
where ¹0 is some constant. Together with (4.15), this relates the boundary coupling
¹ to the argument of Tk(µ). (4.17) also means that the boundary coupling vanishes
at C = (n + 2)=2. In this case, the boundary conditions become conformal and are
described by (linear combinations of) the Cardy boundary states. The conformal
perturbation with only the bulk coupling ¸ turned on then gives [15,40]
log Gj®i(¸; L) := logh®j­i = log gj®i + ¸dj®i1 L2(1¡¢) + ¢ ¢ ¢ : (4.18)
Here, j­i is the full ground state,
d
j®i
1 = ¡
1
2(2¼)1¡2¢
g©j®i
gj®i
B(1¡ 2¢;¢) ; (4.19)
and B(a; b) = ¡(a)¡(b)=¡(a+ b) is the Euler beta function. We have also introduced
gj®i := h®j0i ; g©j®i := h®j©i ; (4.20)
with j0i and j©i being the CFT vacuum state and the state corresponding to the
bulk perturbing ¯eld © = © ;¸ ¹¸ , respectively. Gj®i is di®erent from G(0)j®i in (4.2) by a
normalization factor h­j­i1=2, but this factor is cancelled in the formula (4.15).
On the T-function side, we ¯rst note that the Y-functions for the 2(n+ 2)-point
amplitudes have the periodicity,
Yk
³
µ + i¼
n+ 2
2
´
= Yn¡k(µ) : (4.21)
Yk are also analytic for ¯nite µ, and even functions of µ, Yk(µ) = Yk(¡µ). These
properties are common to the T-functions, which leads to the expansion [11],
Tk(µ) =
1X
p=0
c
(p)
k (l) cosh
³ 2p
n+ 2
µ
´
; (4.22)
with
c
(2q)
k (l) = c
(2q)
n¡k(l) ; c
(2q+1)
k (l) = ¡c(2q+1)n¡k (l) (q 2 Z¸0) : (4.23)
For small l, the coe±cients behave as c
(p)
k (l) » l(1¡¢)p, since the Y- and T-functions
show plateaus for ¡ log(1=l) ¿ µ ¿ log(1=l). The conformal perturbation (4.16)
further suggests that c
(p)
k (l) are expanded as
c
(p)
k (l) =
1X
q=0
c
(p;2q)
k l
(1¡¢)(p+2q) : (4.24)
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(See Appendix C and D for details.) The Y-functions have a similar expansion.
Similar double expansions have been discussed also for other TBA systems [13, 46].
Substituting this expansion into the Y-system (2.10), one then ¯nds that some lower
coe±cients vanish. In term of the T-functions, the result reads
c
(0)
k (l) = c
(0;0)
k + o
¡
l3(1¡¢)
¢
; c
(1)
k (l) = 0 + o
¡
l3(1¡¢)
¢
;
c
(2)
k (l) = c
(2;0)
k l
2(1¡¢) + o
¡
l3(1¡¢)
¢
: (4.25)
Now, from (4.15), (4.18), (4.22) and (4.25) with C = (n+ 2)=2, the expansion of
Tk(µ) is determined. Comparing both sides of (4.15), one ¯rst notices that the two
expansions (4.16) and (4.25) are consistent with each other, once g
j®i
1;0 = 0 is taken into
account, meaning that the one-point functions of the boundary perturbing operator
vanish in unitary theories. Furthermore,
Tk(µ) = c
(0;0)
k + c
(2;0)
k l
2(1¡¢) cosh
³ 4µ
n+ 2
´
+O(l3(1¡¢)) ; (4.26)
where
c
(0;0)
k =
gjki
gj1i
; c
(2;0)
k =
gjki
gj1i
¡
d
jki
1 ¡ dj1i1
¢
·n ; (4.27)
and we have used (3.13). We have also set gjk;Ci =: gjki, g©jk;Ci =: g
©
jki and d
jk;Ci
1 =: d
jki
1 ,
since they are evaluated for the unperturbed boundary states which are independent
of ¹ and hence of C.
In the course of deriving the above formula, we have made several assumptions
following [15, 40]: the existence of integrable boundary perturbations of the HSG
model by operators with dimension ¢, that of the re°ection factors associated with
the identity operator, the invariance of the symmetry factor Cj1i under the deforma-
tion, and the relation (4.17). We will check that these are consistent with numerical
computations and the results in the conformal limit, which we discuss shortly.
4.4. Identi¯cation of boundary conditions
When evaluating the expansion (4.26), we need to identify the boundary conditions
represented by the re°ection factors (4.10). For this purpose, we ¯rst recall that the
Cardy boundary states are of the form
j®i =
X
½
S®½p
S0½
j½ii ; (4.28)
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where j½ii are the Ishibashi states. In our case of the SU(n)2=U(1)n¡1 coset CFT,
the modular S-matrix, S½½0 , is given by the product of the S-matrix for SU(n)2
and the complex conjugate of the S-matrix for U(1)n¡1 : S½½0 = S
(2)
½½0S
¤
u(1). Here,
½ := [½1; :::; ½n¡1] is the Dynkin label of su(n). Since we deal only with primaries
whose u(1) weights are zero, the u(1) part is trivial and hence we drop S¤u(1) in the
following.
In general, the index of the T-functions labels the representations of the un-
derlying symmetry. Thus, we infer that R
jk;Ci
j correspond to the k-th fundamental
representation with the Dynkin label whose components are (½k)j = ±j;k. It then
follows that
gj1i =
S
(2)
00q
S
(2)
00
; gjki =
S
(2)
½k0q
S
(2)
00
: (4.29)
Here, the S-matrix for SU(n)2 is given by the formula [47],
S(2)½¹ = (n+ 2)
¡(n¡1)=2 i
n(n¡1)=2
p
n
exp
"
2¼i
n(n+ 2)
Ã
n¡1X
j=1
j(½j + 1)
!Ã
n¡1X
j=1
j(¹j + 1)
!#
;
£ det
Ã
exp
"
¡ 2¼i
n+ 2
Ã
n¡1X
j=a
(½j + 1)
!Ã
n¡1X
j=b
(¹j + 1)
!#!
1·a;b·n
: (4.30)
From (4.29) and (4.30), we ¯nd the CFT limit of the T- and Y-functions:
Tk ! c(0;0)k =
S
(2)
½k0
S
(2)
00
=
sin (k+1)¼
n+2
sin ¼
n+2
;
Yk !
S
(2)
½k¡10S
(2)
½k+10¡
S
(2)
00
¢2 = sin k¼n+2 sin (k+2)¼n+2sin2 ¼
n+2
: (4.31)
These agree with the result in [8], which supports our formula (4.26) and identi¯ca-
tion of the boundary conditions. We note that the relation between the g-functions
and the T-functions at the CFT point naturally explains the fact that the quan-
tum dimensions (ratios of the modular S-matrices) are the solutions of the constant
T-system, called the Q-system [10, 48, 49]. From the relation between the T- and
g-functions, this may hold for general TBA systems.
Since the bulk perturbing operator © is a linear combination of the adjoint oper-
ators, g©j®i are similarly expressed by the elements of the modular S-matrix with the
Dynkin label of the adjoint representation ½adj:
g©j1i = G( ~Mi)
S
(2)
0½adjq
S
(2)
0½adj
; g©jki = G( ~Mi)
S
(2)
½k½adjq
S
(2)
0½adj
: (4.32)
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Thus, at the leading order, both of the expansions of the free energy and the Y-
functions are given in terms of G( ~Mj). In addition, in order to obtain the full
expressions of the scattering amplitudes, we need the explicit form of ©, as well as
the bulk coupling ¸, in terms of the TBA masses mk. These are discussed in section
6.
5. Remainder function for the octagon
As we have seen in section 2, the minimal surface with a null polygonal boundary in
the AdS space is described by the Y-system or the TBA equations. The Y-functions
and the T-functions play important roles in this picture. In the previous two sections,
we have seen the relation between the g-functions and the T-functions in the under-
lying integrable model. This relation enables us to compute the high-temperature
(small mass) expansions of the T-functions by using the conformal perturbation
technique. Consequently, the remainder function is expanded around the kinematic
con¯gurations associated with regular polygons. Here we consider the ¯rst non-trivial
example in AdS3: the octagon. In this case, the exact expression of the remainder
function at strong coupling has been computed by Alday and Maldacena [6], and one
can learn much about the expansions of the T-functions and the g-functions. The
underlying integrable model corresponding to the octagon is the o®-critical Ising
model (with a complex mass). The exact g-function for the o®-critical Ising model
was obtained in [16, 50, 51]. Though the TBA system of the o®-critical Ising model
is trivial, the high-temperature expansions of the free energy and of the T-function
are still non-trivial.
As in (2.27), the remainder function is divided into several pieces:
R8 =
7¼
6
+ Afree + Aperiods + Aextra +¢ABDS: (5.1)
These terms are given by
Afree =
Z 1
¡1
dt
2¼
l cosh t log
¡
1 + e¡l cosh t
¢
; (5.2)
Aperiods = 0; (5.3)
Aextra = ¡ l
2
(cosÁ log °L1 + sinÁ log °
R
1 ); (5.4)
¢ABDS = ABDS-like ¡ ABDS = ¡1
2
log(1 + Â¡) log
µ
1 +
1
Â+
¶
; (5.5)
where
Â+ = el sinÁ; Â¡ = e¡l cosÁ; (5.6)
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and °L1 ; °
R
1 are obtained from (2.31) with
log °1(³ = e
µ) =
1
2¼
Z 1
¡1
dt
cosh(t¡ µ + iÁ) log
¡
1 + e¡l cosh t
¢
: (5.7)
We note that (5.7) is a special case of (4.12) for k = 1 with º1 = 0 and Y1(µ) =
e¡l cosh µ, in accord with (2.32). Our goal here is to expand the remainder function
around l = 0. For the octagon, we can get the all-order expansion at arbitrary Á.
The expansion of the free energy was studied in [33], and the result is the follow-
ing,
Afree =
¼
12
¡ l
2
4¼
µ
log
1
l
+
1
2
+ log ¼ ¡ °E
¶
+ ¼
1X
k=1
µ
1
2
k + 1
¶µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1)
µ
l
¼
¶2k+2
; (5.8)
where °E is the Euler constant.
In order to expand Aextra, we introduce the following function,
F (l; ') =
1
2¼
Z 1
¡1
dt
cosh(t+ i')
log(1 + e¡l cosh t)
³
j'j < ¼
2
´
; (5.9)
where °L1 and °
R
1 are related to this function as
log °L1 = F (l; Á); log °
R
1 = F
³
l; Á¡ ¼
2
´
: (5.10)
Note that this function is related to the exact g-function for the o®-critical Ising
model considered in [16]. In [16], the exact g-function was discussed in two special
cases, which essentially reduce to ' = 0 in our case. ' 6= 0 corresponds to the case
that the boundary magnetic ¯eld is turned on in the o®-critical Ising model. Here we
obtain the small l expansion of the g-function for general values of ' with j'j < ¼=2.
As we will discuss in Appendix A, this function has the expansion
F (l; ')
=
1
2
log(1 + e¡l sin')¡ l
2¼
·
cos'
µ
log
1
l
+ 1 + log ¼ ¡ °E
¶
+
³
'¡ ¼
2
´
sin'
¸
+
1X
k=1
µ¡1
2
k
¶
1
2k + 1
µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1) cos' 2F1(¡k; 1; 1
2
¡ k; sin2 ')
µ
l
¼
¶2k+1
:
(5.11)
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Using this expansion, we ¯nd the small l expansion of Aextra,
Aextra = ¡1
4
l cosÁ log(1 + e¡l sinÁ)¡ 1
4
l sinÁ log(1 + e¡l cosÁ)
+
l2
4¼
µ
log
1
l
+ 1 + log ¼ ¡ °E ¡ ¼
2
cosÁ sinÁ
¶
¡ ¼
1X
k=1
µ
1
2
k + 1
¶µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1)
k + 1
2k + 1
fk(Á)
µ
l
¼
¶2k+2
; (5.12)
where the function fk(Á) is expressed in terms of the hypergeometric functions,
fk(Á) ´ cos2 Á 2F1(¡k; 1; 1
2
¡ k; sin2 Á) + sin2 Á 2F1(¡k; 1; 1
2
¡ k; cos2 Á): (5.13)
Combining (5.5), (5.8) and (5.12), we obtain the expression,
R8 =
5¼
4
¡ 1
2
log
µ
2 cosh
l cosÁ
2
¶
log
µ
2 cosh
l sinÁ
2
¶
+
l2
8¼
+ ¼
1X
k=1
µ
1
2
k + 1
¶µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1)
µ
1¡ k + 1
2k + 1
fk(Á)
¶µ
l
¼
¶2k+2
:
(5.14)
Note that the non-analytic terms in (5.8) and (5.12) cancel each other out. The
expression (5.14) is convergent for jlj < ¼. One can immediately con¯rm that the
remainder function is expanded in l2:
R8 =
1X
k=0
R
(2k)
8 (Á)l
2k; (5.15)
where the ¯rst four coe±cients are given by
R
(0)
8 (Á) =
5¼
4
¡ log
2 2
2
; (5.16)
R
(2)
8 (Á) =
1
8¼
¡ log 2
16
; (5.17)
R
(4)
8 (Á) =
2 log 2¡ 1
1024
+
µ
2 log 2 + 3
3072
¡ 7³(3)
192¼3
¶
cos 4Á; (5.18)
R
(6)
8 (Á) =
¡8 log 2 + 3
73728
¡
µ
8 log 2 + 5
122880
¡ 31³(5)
1280¼5
¶
cos 4Á: (5.19)
We note that these maintain the symmetries Á ! ¡Á and Á ! Á + ¼
2
, which are
due to the space-time parity and cyclicity [6]. The expansion (5.12) was derived for
0 < Á < ¼=2, but is valid for arbitrary Á due to these symmetries. In section 7, we
will compare these results with the remainder function at two loops.
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6. High-temperature expansion for the decagon
In the previous section, we have considered the remainder function for the octagon,
and have obtained its all-order expansion with respect to the mass scale parameter
l. The crucial point there is that the TBA system for the octagon is trivial. For the
general 2~n-gon (~n ¸ 5), however, analytic solutions of the TBA equations have not
been known yet. In this section, we consider the second simplest case ~n = 5: the
decagon, and see how to compute the high-temperature expansion of its remainder
function. Here, the underlying integrable theory is the homogeneous sine-Gordon
model associated with the SU(3)2=U(1)
2 coset CFT.
The remainder function for the decagon is divided into the following parts,
R10 =
7
4
¼ + Aperiods + Afree +¢ABDS: (6.1)
The period part is given by
Aperiods = ¡1
4
(m1 ¹m2 +m2 ¹m1) = ¡1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2 cos('1 ¡ '2); (6.2)
where mj =MjLe
i'j , ~Mj =Mj=M and l =ML. The free energy part is written as
Afree =
2X
j=1
Z 1
¡1
dµ
2¼
MjL cosh µ log(1 + ~Yj(µ)); (6.3)
where ~Yj(µ) is de¯ned in (2.15). From (2.25), the part ¢ABDS is given by
¢ABDS =
1
4
5X
i;j=1
log
c+i;j
c+i;j+1
log
c¡i¡1;j
c¡i;j
: (6.4)
For the decagon, there are four independent cross-ratios. This is consistent with the
fact that the TBA system has two independent complex parameters mj (j = 1; 2).
The cross-ratios c§13 and c
§
14 are related to the Y-functions,
c¡13 = Y1(0); c
+
13 = Y1
µ
¡¼i
2
¶
; (6.5)
c+14 = Y2(0); c
¡
14 = Y2
µ
¼i
2
¶
: (6.6)
The other cross-ratios c§24, c
§
25 and c
§
35 are expressed by c
§
13 and c
§
14,
c§24 =
1 + c§14
c§13
; c§35 =
1 + c§13
c§14
; c§25 =
µ
1 +
1
c§13
¶µ
1 +
1
c§14
¶
¡ 1: (6.7)
Our goal is to ¯nd the small l behaviors of the remainder function.
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6.1. Case with real masses
Let us start by restricting our attention to the case that two masses are real: '1 =
'2 = 0. In this case, we can directly use the results of the CPT in section 4. The
period term is
Aperiods = ¡1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2: (6.8)
Let us consider the free energy part. Since the central charge of the SU(3)2=U(1)
2
coset CFT is c3 = 6=5, the free energy goes to ¼=5 in the limit (m1;m2) ! (0; 0).
The perturbing operator has the dimension ¢ = ¹¢ = 3=5. From (3.24), the bulk
term is given by
fbulk3 =
1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2: (6.9)
Thus the free energy has the following expansion,
Afree =
¼
5
+
1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2 +
1X
k=2
f
(k)
3 l
4k=5; (6.10)
where f
(k)
3 is computed by the CPT (see (3.22)). In particular, f
(2)
3 is read from
(3.27):
f
(2)
3 =
¼
6
·23G
2( ~M1; ~M2)C
(2)
3 ; C
(2)
3 = 3(2¼)
4
5°2
³3
5
´
°
³
¡1
5
´
; (6.11)
where °(x) = ¡(x)=¡(1¡ x) and
G( ~M1; ~M2) =
2X
i;j=1
~M
2=5
i Fij
~M
2=5
j : (6.12)
We need to determine the symmetric matrix F , which has two independent compo-
nents for the decagon. In principle, it should be possible to ¯x them by considering
the quantum theory of the SU(3)2=U(1)
2 HSG model. However, we take a di®erent
strategy here. Fortunately, we can completely ¯x Fij by the following consideration
in the case of the decagon.
Let us ¯rst take the limit (M1;M2) ! (M; 0). In this limit, the TBA equations
for the decagon reduce to those for the (RSOS)3 scattering theory. Therefore the
correction (6.11) should be equal to that for the (RSOS)3 scattering theory,
7 and we
7Since the (RSOS)3 model has the central charge c = 7=10, the free energy goes to 7¼=60 in
the limit ML! 0. The di®erence of the constant terms of the free energies in two theories comes
from the fact that the contribution of particle 2 is absent in the (RSOS)3 scattering theory. One
can numerically check that in the homogeneous sine-Gordon model, the contributions of particles
1 and 2 go to 7¼=60 and ¼=12, respectively in the limit ML ! 0 with ~M2 ¿ ~M1 = 1, and the
sum of two-particle contributions gives the correct value ¼=5. Furthermore all the high-temperature
corrections of particle 2 should vanish if we take the limit M2 ! 0.
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obtain
F11·3 = ·
RSOS
3 ; (6.13)
where ·RSOS3 is given by (3.33).
Let us next consider the case: M1 = M2 = M . In this case, the TBA equations
are regarded as those associated with the tadpole Dynkin diagram T1. The corre-
sponding integrable model is the non-unitary (SU(2)¡1=2 £ SU(2)1)=SU(2)1=2 coset
model perturbed by the primary ¯eld Á1;1;3 with dimension ¢ = ¹¢ = 3=5 (see sub-
section 3.2). We discuss the perturbation of the above coset model in Appendix B.
Using the result (B.10), we ¯nd the constraint
2¼
3
·23(F11 + F12)
2C
(2)
3 =
1
8
³¼
4
´1=5
°
µ
1
4
¶8=5
°
µ
¡1
5
¶
°
µ
3
5
¶
°
µ
4
5
¶
: (6.14)
Combining (6.13) and (6.14), we obtain
1 +
F12
F11
=
1
2
µ
3
¼2
¶1=5
°
µ
1
4
¶4=5
: (6.15)
From these two considerations, the order l8=5 correction of the free energy must have
the following form
f
(2)
3 = f
(2)
(RSOS)3
F¡211 G
2( ~M1; ~M2) (6.16)
where
f
(2)
(RSOS)3
=
¼
6
(·RSOS3 )
2C
(2)
3 =
¼
8 ¢ 62=5°
µ
¡1
5
¶
°
µ
3
5
¶
°
µ
4
5
¶
; (6.17)
and
F¡111 G( ~M1; ~M2) = ~M
4=5
1 + ~M
4=5
2 ¡B ~M2=51 ~M2=52 ; (6.18)
B = ¡2F12
F11
= 2¡
µ
3
¼2
¶1=5
°
µ
1
4
¶4=5
: (6.19)
As seen in section 3, the matrix F deviates from the inverse of the Cartan matrix.
We have con¯rmed that (6.16) is in good agreement with the numerical results for
arbitrary ~M1 and ~M2 (Fig. 1).
Now we proceed to the expansion of ¢ABDS. In order to know the small l behavior
of ¢ABDS, we need the high-temperature expansions of the Y-functions. Since the
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Figure 1: (a) The scale parameter l-dependence of the free energy with ¯xed
~M1= ~M2 = 1; 1=2 and 1=10. Dashed lines represent the curve
¼
5
+ 1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2+ f
(2)
3 l
8=5.
Deviation from the analytic formula at l = 0:5 for ~M1= ~M2 = 1=10 comes from
the next order correction O(l12=5), which is estimated from the numerical ¯t as
0:08l12=5 ¼ 0:015. (b) ~M1-dependence of the coe±cient of l8=5 of the free energy
for ~M2 = 1. Dashed line corresponds to the curve f
(2)
3 given in (6.16).
Y-functions are related to the T-functions, we can use the results in section 4. In
the decagon case, the relations between Yj and Tj are as follows,
Y1(µ) = T2(µ); Y2(µ) = T1(µ): (6.20)
As in (4.19) and (4.27), the high-temperature expansions of the T-functions are
computed from the data of the g-functions at the CFT point. Using the formula
(4.30) of the modular S-matrix, one obtains
gj1i
gj1i
=
gj2i
gj1i
= 2 cos
³¼
5
´
;
g©j1i
gj1i
= G( ~M1; ~M2)
h
2 cos
³¼
5
´i1=2
; (6.21)
g©j1i
gj1i
=
g©j2i
gj2i
= ¡G( ~M1; ~M2)
h
2 cos
³¼
5
´i¡3=2
; (6.22)
Therefore from (4.26), we ¯nd
Yj(µ) = Y
(0) + Y (2)( ~M1; ~M2)l
4=5 cosh
µ
4µ
5
¶
+O(l6=5); (6.23)
where
Y (0) = 2 cos
³¼
5
´
; (6.24)
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and
Y (2)( ~M1; ~M2) = y
(2)
(RSOS)3
F¡111 G( ~M1; ~M2) (6.25)
y
(2)
(RSOS)3
=
1
4 ¢ 61=5¡
µ
¡1
5
¶·
10 cos
³¼
5
´
°
µ
3
5
¶
°
µ
4
5
¶¸1=2
: (6.26)
From (6.5) and (6.6), the cross-ratios are expanded as
c¡13 = c
+
14 = Y
(0) + Y (2)l4=5 +O(l6=5); (6.27)
c+13 = c
¡
14 = Y
(0) + Y (2)l4=5 cos
µ
2
5
¼
¶
+O(l6=5): (6.28)
As shown in Appendix D, the expansion of the ¢ABDS is largely constrained by the
Y-system, the structure of the conformal perturbation, as well as the symmetries
associated with the space-time parity and cyclicity, under which ¢ABDS is invariant.
Consequently, it turns out that the terms of O(l4=5) are enough to give the expansion
of ¢ABDS up to O(l12=5). We then obtain the high-temperature expansion of ¢ABDS,
¢ABDS = ¡5
2
log2
³
2 cos
³¼
5
´´
+B2(Y
(2))2l8=5 +O(l12=5); (6.29)
where B2 is given by
B2 = 20 cos
4
µ
2¼
5
¶µ
1¡ 1p
5
log
³
2 cos
³¼
5
´´¶
: (6.30)
Note that the ¯rst order term O(l4=5) vanishes. In summary, from (6.8), (6.10), (6.16)
and (6.29), the remainder function with the real masses has the following expansion,
R10 = R
(0)
10 +R
(4)
10 l
8=5 +O(l12=5); (6.31)
where
R
(0)
10 =
39
20
¼ ¡ 5
2
log2
³
2 cos
³¼
5
´´
; (6.32)
R
(4)
10 =
µ
¡1
5
tan
³¼
5
´
+B2
¶
Y (2)( ~M1; ~M2)
2: (6.33)
Note that Aperiods is canceled by the bulk term in the free energy, and the remainder
function is expanded in l2=5. We also comment that the ratio f
(2)
(RSOS)3
=(y
(2)
(RSOS)3
)2
interestingly becomes very simple,
f
(2)
(RSOS)3
(y
(2)
(RSOS)3
)2
= ¡1
5
tan
³¼
5
´
: (6.34)
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6.2. Case with complex masses
So far, we have focused on the case that two masses are real. We would now like
to discuss the general situation where two masses are complex. The phase of the
complex mass corresponds to the purely imaginary resonance parameter. As dis-
cussed in section 3, it is not clear if this case can be treated within the framework
of the conformal perturbation of the HSG model. However, one can expect that the
expansion is analytic in the mass parameters [46], and the expansion for the real
masses can be extended to that for the complex masses by continuing the mass pa-
rameters. This is also expected from the point of view of the TBA equations. In fact,
we will see that the results obtained in this way are in agreement with numerical
computations. Furthermore, one can arrive at the same conclusion for some relevant
quantities by considering the chiral limit of the TBA system, which is discussed in
detail in Appendix C.
The way to incorporate the phase is determined by the the following facts: the
resonance parameters in the TBA equations are understood as due to the rescaling
of the mass parameters, the free energy, by de¯nition, should depend only on the
di®erence of the phases '12 = '1¡'2, and ¸; ¹¸ are of the form (3.3) semi-classically.
We thus make a replacement, in the complex mass case,
¸!
X
j
( ~Mje
i'j)1¡(¢+
¹¢)=2 ^¸
j; (6.35)
¹¸ !
X
j
( ~Mje
¡i'j)1¡(¢+
¹¢)=2 ^¸
j: (6.36)
Then the two-point function of the perturbing operator becomes­
© ;¸ ¹¸(z)© ;¸ ¹¸(0)
®
=
¯¯
G( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2
jzj12=5 ; (6.37)
where G is given by (6.18).
Let us consider the free energy. As mentioned above, the free energy must be a
function of '12. This suggests that the bulk term is modi¯ed as
fbulk3 !
1
4
l2
2X
i;j=1
( ~Mie
i'i)(I¡1)ij( ~Mje¡i'j) =
1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2 cos'12: (6.38)
Taking into account these modi¯cations, we ¯nd that the expansion of the free energy
is given by
Afree =
¼
5
+
1
2
~M1 ~M2l
2 cos'12 + f
(2)
(RSOS)3
F¡211
¯¯
G( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2
l8=5 +O(l12=5):
(6.39)
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Figure 2: (a) The l-dependence of the Y-function Y1(0) for ¯xed ~M1= ~M2 = 1; 1=2
and 1=10 at '1 = '2 = ¼=20. Dashed lines represent the curve (6.40) at µ = 0
up to the order l4=5. Deviation from the analytic formula comes from the next
order correction O(l6=5), which can be estimated from the numerical ¯t as 0:15l6=5 ¼
0:004 (l = 0:05) for ~M1 = ~M2 = 1. (b) Plots of the coe±cient of l
4=5 in Y1(0) for
'1 = ¼=20 and various '2 at 2 ~M1 = ~M2 = 1. Dashed line represents the curve
1
2
¡
Y (2)( ~M1e
¡i'1 ; ~M2e¡i'2) + Y (2)( ~M1ei'1 ; ~M2ei'2)
¢
=: y
(2)
(RSOS)3
h( ~Mj; 'j).
The relation between the g- and T-functions in section 4 is not applied to the
case of complex masses. However, by similarly complexifying the mass parameters,
we obtain the expansion of the Y-functions,
Yj(µ) = 2 cos
³¼
5
´
+
1
2
³
Y (2)( ~M1e
¡i'1 ; ~M2e¡i'2)e4µ=5
+ Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)e¡4µ=5
´
l4=5 +O(l6=5); (6.40)
where Y (2) is given by (6.25). We have checked that this formula agrees with the
numerical results (Fig. 2). The expansion of the Y-functions for the complex masses
is also discussed in Appendix C from the chiral limit of the TBA system. The
space-time cross-ratios are again obtained by using the relations (6.5) and (6.6). In
addition, using (6.40), the expansion of ¢ABDS is given as in the case of the real
masses by
¢ABDS = ¡5
2
log2
³
2 cos
³¼
5
´´
+B2
¯¯
Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2
l8=5 +O(l12=5): (6.41)
Collecting all the above results, we ¯nally ¯nd that the remainder function with
the complex masses has the expansion,
R10 = R
(0)
10 +R
(4)
10 l
8=5 +O(l12=5); (6.42)
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Figure 3: The l-dependence of the remainder function with (a) equal phase '1 =
'2 = ¼=20 (b) di®erent phase '1 = ¼=20, '2 = ¼=5. Dashed lines represent the
curve R
(0)
10 +R
(4)
10 l
8=5.
where
R
(0)
10 =
39
20
¼ ¡ 5
2
log2
³
2 cos
³¼
5
´´
; (6.43)
R
(4)
10 =
µ
¡1
5
tan
³¼
5
´
+B2
¶ ¯¯
Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2
: (6.44)
Y (2) and B2 are de¯ned by (6.25) and (6.30), respectively. Note that the Aperiods is
canceled by the bulk term of the free energy again. We have con¯rmed that this
formula for R10 is in good agreement with the numerical results for various values of
~M1;2 and '1;2 (Fig. 3).
At the end of this section, we comment on the relation between cross-ratios and
the parameters in the TBA system. In order to express the remainder function as a
function of the cross-ratios, one has to invert the relations (6.5) and (6.6). This is
complicated for general complex masses. However, when the phases of mj are equal,
i.e., 'j = ', Yj(µ) are obtained from those for the real masses by the shift µ ! µ¡'.
One then simply has
4
5
' = tan¡1
µ
cot
µ
2
5
¼
¶
±c¡14 ¡ ±c+13
±c¡14 + ±c
+
13
¶
; Y (2)l4=5 =
±c+13
cos
¡
2
5
(¼ + 2')
¢ ; (6.45)
where ±c§jk := c
§
jk ¡ Y (0). Of course, one has to keep in mind that these expressions
are valid for small l. This corresponds to focusing on the kinematics near c+13 = c
¡
13 =
c+14 = c
¡
14 in the space of the cross-ratios (or equivalently near the regular decagon).
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7. Comparison with two-loop results
Wilson loops with light-like edges are dual to gluon scattering amplitudes [2]. For the
kinematic con¯gurations corresponding to the AdS3 octagon, the analytic expression
of the 2-loop remainder function for the Wilson loop is given in [19]. The analytic
expression for the case of AdS3 2n-gon has also been written down [20, 21]. In this
section, we compare our strong coupling results with those at two loops as expansions
around the kinematic con¯gurations associated with regular polygons.
7.1. Octagon
In the case of the octagon, the remainder function at two loops is8
R2-loop8 = ¡
¼4
18
¡ 1
2
log(1 + Â+) log
µ
1 +
1
Â+
¶
log(1 + Â¡) log
µ
1 +
1
Â¡
¶
; (7.1)
where the cross-ratios Â§ are given in (5.6). Similarly to the strong coupling case,
this is expanded by using (A.10) as
R2-loop8 =
1X
k=0
R
2-loop (2k)
8 (Á) l
2k ; (7.2)
where the ¯rst few coe±cients are
R
2-loop (0)
8 (Á) = ¡
¼4
18
¡ log
4 2
2
;
R
2-loop (2)
8 (Á) = ¡
log2 2(log 2¡ 1)
8
;
R
2-loop (4)
8 (Á) =
2 log3 2¡ 5 log2 2 + 4 log 2¡ 2
512
(7.3)
+
2 log3 2 + 3 log2 2¡ 12 log 2 + 6
1536
cos 4Á:
One can check that R
2-loop (0)
8 agrees with R
2-loop
8 for the regular octagon [19], and
that the coe±cients R
2-loop (2k)
8 maintain the space-time parity and cyclicity.
For comparison of the results at strong coupling and at two loops, we introduce
rescaled remainder functions [52]. For the AdS3 2n-gon, they are de¯ned by
¹R2n :=
R2n ¡R2n;reg
R2n;reg ¡ (n¡ 2)R6;reg ; (7.4)
at strong coupling, and a similar expression at two loops, where R2n;reg stands for the
remainder function for the regular 2n-gon. Since R2n, R
2-loop
2n reduce to superpositions
8The overall coupling dependence is suppressed.
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of the contributions from (n¡ 2) regular hexagons in the low-temperature/collinear
limit [6,20], the rescaled remainder functions are calibrated to take ¡1 in this limit.
It has been observed numerically [19, 52] that ¹R8 at strong coupling and ¹R
2-loop
8 at
two loops are very similar.
Given (5.15) and (7.2), we are now able to derive analytic expansions of ¹R8 and
¹R2-loop8 . By noting that the remainder functions for the regular hexagon and octagon
are
R6;reg =
7¼
12
; R8;reg = R
(0)
8 ; (7.5)
and
R2-loop6;reg = ¡
¼4
36
; R2-loop8;reg = R
2-loop (0)
8 ; (7.6)
respectively, we obtain
¹R8 =
1X
k=1
¹R
(2k)
8 (Á)l
2k; ¹R2-loop8 =
1X
k=1
¹R
2-loop (2k)
8 (Á)l
2k (7.7)
where the ¯rst few coe±cients at strong coupling are
¹R
(2)
8 (Á) =
1
8¼
¡ log 2
16
¼
12
¡ log2 2
2
¼ ¡0:1637687;
¹R
(4)
8 (Á) ¼ 0:0174868 + 0:000667828 cos 4Á; (7.8)
¹R
(6)
8 (Á) ¼ ¡0:00160021¡ 0:000173979 cos 4Á;
whereas those at two loops are
¹R
2-loop(2)
8 (Á) =
log 2¡ 1
4 log2 2
¼ ¡0:15966848;
¹R
2-loop(4)
8 (Á) ¼ 0:0163067 + 0:00118658 cos 4Á; (7.9)
¹R
2-loop(6)
8 (Á) ¼ ¡0:00141679¡ 0:00029145 cos 4Á:
We observe that they are indeed close to each other (but di®erent).
7.2. Decagon
Let us move on to a discussion on the AdS3 decagon. In this case, the analytic
expression of the remainder function in [20,21] is
R2-loop10 = ¡
¼4
12
¡ 1
2
10X
k=1
log(uk) log(uk+1) log(uk+2) log(uk+3) ; (7.10)
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with uk = uk+10. The cross-ratios uk are related to c
§
13; c
§
14 by
9
u10 =
1 + c+13
1 + c+13 + c
+
14
; u1 =
1 + c¡13
1 + c¡13 + c
¡
14
;
u2 =
c+14
c+14 + 1
; u3 =
c¡14
c¡14 + 1
;
u4 =
1 + c+13 + c
+
14
(1 + c+13)(1 + c
+
14)
; u5 =
1 + c¡13 + c
¡
14
(1 + c¡13)(1 + c
¡
14)
;
u6 =
c+13
c+13 + 1
; u7 =
c¡13
c¡13 + 1
;
u8 =
1 + c+14
1 + c+13 + c
+
14
; u9 =
1 + c¡14
1 + c¡13 + c
¡
14
:
(7.11)
Since R2-loop10 is invariant under the symmetries associated with the space-time
parity and cyclicity, its high-temperature expansion is largely constrained similarly
to ¢ABDS. Consequently, by substituting the cross-ratios (6.5), (6.6) into (7.10),
(7.11), one obtains the following expansion of the remainder function at two loops:
R2-loop10 =
1X
k=0
R
2-loop (k)
10 l
2k=5 ; (7.12)
where the ¯rst few coe±cients are
R
2-loop (0)
10 = ¡
¼4
12
¡ 5 log4¡2 cos ¼
5
¢
;
R
2-loop (1)
10 = R
2-loop (2)
10 = R
2-loop (3)
10 = 0; (7.13)
R
2-loop (4)
10 = D2 ¢
¯¯
Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2
;
with
D2 = 2
4
p
5 cos6
³2¼
5
´
log2
³
2 cos
¼
5
´h
3
p
5¡ 24 cos2
³¼
5
´
log
³
2 cos
¼
5
´i
: (7.14)
One can check that R
2-loop (0)
10 agrees with the numerical value of R
2-loop
10 for the regular
decagon [52]. The structure of the expansion is very similar to that of R10 at strong
coupling, which is understood as due to the space-time symmetries (see Appendix D
for details.).
Given the above result, we can compare the rescaled remainder functions at strong
coupling and at two loops. From (7.4) and a similar expression with
R10;reg = R
(0)
10 ; R
2-loop
10;reg = R
2-loop (0)
10 ; (7.15)
9We identify x§k in [20] with x
¨
k , so that the Z10 symmetry from the parity and cyclicity matches
at strong coupling and at two loops.
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Figure 4: Plots of the l-dependence of the rescaled remainder functions at strong
coupling (points) and at two loops (dashed lines). The functions are evaluated at
~M1 = ~M2 = 1 and '1 = '2 = ¼=20.
we ¯nd that
¹R10 = ¹C8=5
¯¯
Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2 ¢ l8=5 +O(l12=5) ;
¹R2-loop10 = ¹C
2-loop
8=5
¯¯
Y (2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2)
¯¯2 ¢ l8=5 +O(l12=5) ; (7.16)
where
¹C 8
5
=
¡1
5
tan ¼
5
+B2
¼
5
¡ 5
2
log2
¡
2 cos ¼
5
¢ ¼ ¡0:0441916 ;
¹C2-loop8
5
=
¡D2
5 log4
¡
2 cos ¼
5
¢ ¼ ¡0:0449039 : (7.17)
B2 and D2 are given in (6.30) and (7.14), respectively. Again, we observe that
they are very close. We note that the two functions are also very close for ¯nite l
(Fig. 4). This suggests that not only the high-temperature expansion but also the
remainder function itself is strongly constrained by the Y-system and the space-time
symmetries, in addition to the collinear limits [20,21,53].
8. Conclusions and discussion
In this paper we have studied the remainder functions of the gluon scattering ampli-
tudes at strong coupling by using the integrable bulk and boundary perturbation of
conformal ¯eld theory. In particular we have studied the minimal surfaces in AdS3,
which correspond to the Wilson loops with a 2~n-sided light-like polygonal boundary.
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The minimal surface is described by the TBA system, and the related integrable
model is the homogeneous sine-Gordon model with purely imaginary resonance pa-
rameters. This model is obtained by the integrable perturbation of generalized
parafermions. We have investigated high-temperature (small mass) expansion of the
free energy, the T-functions and Y-functions of this model, which give the remainder
function around the kinematic con¯gurations associated with regular polygons. The
high-temperature expansion of the free energy is calculated by the bulk perturbation
of the CFT. For the T-functions, we have introduced the g-functions whose ratios
obey the same integral equations and asymptotic conditions. By using this relation,
we have calculated the T-functions.
For the 8-point amplitudes (octagon), the relevant CFT is the critical Ising model.
Since we know the exact g-function in this case, we have performed all-order high-
temperature expansion of the remainder function. We have compared this result
with the 2-loop remainder function, and have observed that the two results show
similar power series expansions with very close coe±cients.
We have also been able to obtain an explicit formula for the ¯rst order correc-
tion to the remainder function in the case of the 10-point amplitudes (decagon).
The correction agrees with the numerical solution of the TBA equations for small
masses. We have compared this result with the proposed 2-loop remainder function.
Again, we have observed that the rescaled remainder functions have similar power
series structures with close coe±cients. This observed similarity suggests that their
power series structure is strongly constrained by the Y-system and the space-time
symmetries, in addition to the collinear limits [20,21,53].
The Y-functions are obtained from the cross-ratios of the T-functions. A notable
observation in our discussion is that the T- and Y-functions in the CFT limit is
given by the modular S-matrix through the g-functions. This suggests an interesting
relation between the modular S-matrices and solutions of constant Y-systems, which
are used to compute the central charge of CFT using the dilogarithm identities
[10, 48, 49]. Although we have also observed that the same integral equations are
derived from the g- and T-functions, the role of the boundary perturbation of CFT
in the context of gluon scattering amplitudes is not quite clear at this moment. These
points would deserve further investigations.
For future direction, it would be possible to extend our discussion to the cases of
more than 10-point amplitudes, amplitudes with more general kinematic con¯gura-
tions corresponding to AdS4 and AdS5, and form factors [22]. For these purposes, it
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would be important to understand multi-parameter integrable deformations of the
generalized parafermionic CFT. In addition, the underlying integrable models/CFTs
for the AdS5 case are yet to be clari¯ed. Taking into account the case of the AdS5
hexagon [7,13], one may expect them to be obtained by some deformation from the
AdS4 case [9]. Details should, however, be discussed further.
Regarding higher order expansions, the approach adopted in this paper requires
higher correlation functions in the presence of both the bulk and the boundary de-
formations. In order to cover the full kinematic region of gluon momenta, one needs
higher order expansion, which is connected to the low-temperature (large mass) re-
gion [7, 9, 53, 54]. On the other hand, a di®erent approach to study the analytic
expansion of the T-functions has been given by Bazhanov et al. for kink (massless)
TBA systems (see Appendix C) [39,55]. For massive systems, see for example [56,57].
It would be interesting to apply this to the study of the minimal surface, as well as
to understand the relation between these two approaches.
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Appendices
A. Expansion of F (l; ')
In this appendix, we derive the high-temperature expansion of F (l; ') de¯ned by
(5.9). First we expand F (l; ') in sin',
F (l; ') =
cos'
¼
Z 1
0
dt
cosh t
cosh2 t¡ sin2 ' log(1 + e
¡l cosh t);
=
cos'
¼
1X
n=0
sin2n '©2n+1(l); (A.1)
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where
©m(l) ´
Z 1
0
dt
coshm t
log(1 + e¡l cosh t) =
1X
k=1
(¡1)k¡1
k
Z 1
0
dt
coshm t
e¡kl cosh t: (A.2)
It is easy to see that them-th derivative of ©m(l) is expressed in terms of the modi¯ed
Bessel function of the second kind,
©(m)m (l) =
1X
k=1
(¡1)k+m¡1km¡1K0(kl): (A.3)
The summation (A.3) for m = 2n + 1 can be evaluated by using the following
formula [58],
1X
k=1
(¡1)k cos(ka)K0(kl)
=
1
2
µ
°E + log
l
4¼
¶
+
¼
2
1X
j=1
"
1p
l2 + [(2j ¡ 1)¼ ¡ a]2 ¡
1
2¼j
#
+
¼
2
1X
j=1
"
1p
l2 + [(2j ¡ 1)¼ + a]2 ¡
1
2¼j
#
: (A.4)
For example,
©
(3)
3 (l) = ¡¼
1X
j=1
¡l2 + 2(2j ¡ 1)2¼2
[l2 + (2j ¡ 1)2¼2]5=2 ; (A.5)
©
(5)
5 (l) = 3¼
1X
j=1
3l4 ¡ 24(2j ¡ 1)2¼2l2 + 8(2j ¡ 1)4¼4
[l2 + (2j ¡ 1)2¼2]9=2 : (A.6)
By integrating both sides in (A.5), (A.6) etc., we ¯nd the general structure
©02n+1(l) =
2nX
j=1
©
(j)
2n+1(0)
(j ¡ 1)! l
j¡1 + (¡1)n¼
1X
j=1
l2n
(2j ¡ 1)2n¼2npl2 + (2j ¡ 1)2¼2 : (A.7)
One can explicitly check this for small n's. Therefore
©2n+1(l) =
2nX
j=0
©
(j)
2n+1(0)
j!
lj
+ (¡1)n¼
1X
m=n
µ ¡1
2
m¡ n
¶µ
1¡ 1
22m+1
¶
³(2m+ 1)
1
2m+ 1
µ
l
¼
¶2m+1
: (A.8)
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The remaining task is to determine ©
(j)
2n+1(0) (j = 0; 1; : : : ; 2n). If we de¯ne f(x) =
log(1 + e¡x), from (A.2) we ¯nd
©
(j)
2n+1(0) = f
(j)(0)
Z 1
0
dt
cosh2n¡j+1 t
=
22n¡j¡1¡(n¡ j¡1
2
)2
¡(2n¡ j + 1) f
(j)(0): (A.9)
From the following series expansion,
log cosh
x
2
=
1X
j=2
(2j ¡ 1)Bj
j! ¢ j x
j; (A.10)
we get
f(0) = log 2; f (j)(0) =
(2j ¡ 1)Bj
j
(j ¸ 1); (A.11)
where the Bernoulli numbers are de¯ned by
x
ex ¡ 1 =
1X
n=0
Bn
n!
xn: (A.12)
Substituting (A.9) and (A.11) into (A.8), we obtain the expansion of ©2n+1(l). In
summary, the expansions of ©2n+1(l) are
©1(l) =
¼
2
log 2¡ l
2
µ
log
1
l
+ 1 + log ¼ ¡ °E
¶
+ ¼
1X
m=1
µ¡1
2
m
¶µ
1¡ 1
22m+1
¶
³(2m+ 1)
1
2m+ 1
µ
l
¼
¶2m+1
; (A.13)
©2n+1(l) =
22n¡1¡(n+ 1
2
)2
¡(2n+ 1)
log 2 +
2nX
j=1
22n¡1(1¡ 2¡j)
j ¢ j!
¡(n¡ j¡1
2
)2Bj
¡(2n¡ j + 1) l
j
+ (¡1)n¼
1X
m=n
µ ¡1
2
m¡ n
¶µ
1¡ 1
22m+1
¶
³(2m+ 1)
1
2m+ 1
µ
l
¼
¶2m+1
:
(A.14)
Substituting (A.13) and (A.14) into (A.1), we obtain
F (l; ') =
1
2
log 2¡ l
2¼
·
cos'
µ
log
1
l
+ 1 + log ¼ ¡ °E
¶
+ ' sin'
¸
+
1X
p=2
cp(')l
p:
(A.15)
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The expressions of cp(') are given by
c2k(') =
(22k ¡ 1)B2k
4k(2k)!
sin2k ';
c2k+1(')
=
cos'
¼
kX
n=0
sin2n ' ¢ (¡1)n¼
µ ¡1
2
k ¡ n
¶µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1)
1
2k + 1
1
¼2k+1
=
µ¡1
2
k
¶
1
(2k + 1)¼2k+1
µ
1¡ 1
22k+1
¶
³(2k + 1) cos' 2F1(¡k; 1; 1
2
¡ k; sin2 '):
(A.16)
Note that the sum over even p can be performed,
1X
k=1
c2k(')l
2k =
1
4
µ
l sin'+ 2 log
1 + e¡l sin'
2
¶
: (A.17)
Thus we ¯nally arrive at the expansion (5.11).
B. Perturbation of the (SU(2)¡1=2 £ SU(2)1)=SU(2)1=2 coset model
In this appendix, we compute the high-temperature expansion of the free energy
in the non-unitary (SU(2)¡1=2 £ SU(2)1)=SU(2)1=2 coset model perturbed by the
primary ¯eld Á1;1;3 with dimension ¢ = ¹¢ = 1=5. This model plays an important
role in analyzing the remainder function for the decagon with M1 =M2. This model
is equivalent to the non-unitary minimal model M3;5 perturbed by the relevant
operator © = ©1;3, whose action takes the following form,
S = SCFT + ^¸
Z
d2x©(x): (B.1)
Using the result in [38], we can write down the coupling-mass relation
^¸ = ·^M8=5;
·^2 =
1
¼2
°
µ
¡1
5
¶
°
µ
3
5
¶·p
¼
8
°
µ
1
4
¶¸16=5
: (B.2)
Note that ·^ is purely imaginary in this case as well as in the scaling Lee-Yang
model M2;5. The central charge of the UV CFT is c = ¡3=5, and the ground state
corresponds to the operator ©1;2 with dimension ¢0 = ¹¢0 = ¡1=20. Thus the
e®ective central charge is given by
c^ = c¡ 12(¢0 + ¹¢0) = 3
5
; (B.3)
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which is one-half of the central charge for the SU(3)2=U(1)
2 coset CFT as expected.
Let us consider the free energy of this model. Near the high-temperature limit
l! 0, the free energy is expanded as
F^ (l) =
¼
6
c^+
1
4
l2 +
1X
n=1
f^ (n)l8n=5: (B.4)
where
f^ (n) =
¼
6
·^nC^(n); (B.5)
C^(n) = 12
(¡1)n
n!
(2¼)2¢¡1
Z n¡1Y
j=1
d2zj
(2¼jzjj)2(1¡¢)
£ h©0(1;1)©(1; 1)©(z1; ¹z1) ¢ ¢ ¢ ©(zn¡1; ¹zn¡1)©0(0; 0)iconnected: (B.6)
Recall that the vacuum operator is ©0 = ©1;2 and the perturbing operator is © = ©1;3.
The ¯rst non-vanishing coe±cient is C^(1):
C^(1) = ¡12(2¼)¡3=5C©0©©0 ; (B.7)
where C©0©©0 is the structure constant, which was computed in [59],
(C©0©©0)
2 = (D
(1;2)
(1;3)(1;2))
2 = °
µ
¡1
5
¶
°
µ
3
5
¶
°
µ
4
5
¶2
: (B.8)
Thus the leading correction is
f^ (1) =
1
16
³¼
4
´1=5
°
µ
1
4
¶8=5
°
µ
¡1
5
¶
°
µ
3
5
¶
°
µ
4
5
¶
: (B.9)
Returning to the discussion on the decagon, we obtain an expansion of the free energy
with M1 =M2 =M ,
Adecagonfree jM1=M2 = 2F^ (l) =
¼
5
+
1
2
l2 + 2f^ (1)l8=5 + ¢ ¢ ¢: (B.10)
C. Generalization to complex masses
Here we discuss how to extend the expansions of the Y-functions to the case with
complex masses. We focus on the decagonal case ~n = 5. However the generalization
to ~n ¸ 6 is straightforward.
Let us consider the expansion of the Y-functions. From the quasi-periodicity
(4.21) and analyticity, the Y-functions should have the following expansion [11]
Yj(µ) =
1
2
1X
k=¡1
Y
(k)
j e
2kµ
5 ; (C.1)
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with Y
(k)
2 = (¡1)kY (k)1 . In addition, the reality condition (2.11) constrains the
coe±cients as Y
(¡k)
j = Y
(k)
j , which gives
Y1(µ) =
1
2
1X
k=0
³
Y (k)e
2k
5
µ + Y (k)e¡
2k
5
µ
´
;
Y2(µ) =
1
2
1X
k=0
(¡1)k
³
Y (k)e
2k
5
µ + Y (k)e¡
2k
5
µ
´
: (C.2)
The coe±cients Y (k) are functions of mj and ¹mj, and Y
(2) here coincides with (6.25)
if all the masses are real. Y (k) are expanded in powers of l2=5, with the leading
behavior Y (k) » l2k=5 for small l [11, 46]. Moreover, according to [40], this leading
behavior is thought of as coming from the boundary perturbation in (4.16). The
form of the expansion (4.16) then implies that the subleading corrections are given
in powers of l4=5. Thus, one may have
Y (k) =
1X
p=0
bk;2p l
2
5
(k+2p) ; (C.3)
where l = ML and M is an overall mass scale. This is in accord with the double
expansion in terms of le§µ discussed in [46]. At low orders, the absence of terms of
order l2(k+p
0)=5 with odd p0 is also con¯rmed from the Y-system by following [34]. We
have checked that the above expansion is consistent with numerical results.
It is convenient here to write the ¯rst few terms of the expansion of Y1(µ) in l
2=5,
2Y1(µ) = 2b00 + (b20e
4µ
5 +¹b20e
¡ 4µ
5 )l4=5 +O(l6=5); (C.4)
where we have used the fact that b00 = ¹b00 = 2 cos(¼=5) and b10 = b02 = b12 = 0
as seen in Appendix D. The coe±cients bk;2p depend on both ~Mje
¡i'j and ~Mjei'j in
general. It is important to notice that from (2.17) the TBA equations for Yj(µ) =
~Yj(µ ¡ i'j) are given by
log Yj(µ) = ¡1
2
( ¹mje
µ +mje
¡µ) +K ¤ log(1 + Yj¡1)(1 + Yj+1): (C.5)
In order to reveal the complex mass dependence of bk;2n, we consider the decoupling
limit (chiral limit) l! 0. In this limit, the new functions Y kinkj (µ) = Yj(µ¡ log(l=2))
satisfy the kink TBA equations (see [12] for example)
log Y kinkj (µ) = ¡ ~Mje¡i'jeµ +K ¤ log(1 + Y kinkj¡1 )(1 + Y kinkj+1 ): (C.6)
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From the periodicity, Y kinkj (µ) have the expansion,
Y kinkj (µ) =
1
2
1X
k=0
Y
kink(k)
j e
2kµ
5 : (C.7)
(C.6) suggests that the coe±cients Y
kink(k)
j are functions of
~Mje
¡i'j , not of ~Mjei'j .
On the other hand, by taking the decoupling limit in (C.2) with (C.3), we obtain
Y kink1 (µ) = lim
l!0
Y1
µ
µ ¡ log l
2
¶
= b00 +
1
2
1X
k=0
2
2k
5 bk0e
2kµ
5 : (C.8)
Comparing (C.8) with (C.7), we obtain
Y
kink(0)
1 = 2b00; Y
kink(k)
1 = 2
2k=5bk0: (C.9)
These relations show that the coe±cients bk0 (k ¸ 1) depend on ~Mje¡i'j , not on
~Mje
i'j . Similarly, ¹bk0 (k ¸ 1) are functions of ~Mjei'j . In summary, we can get
bk0 (¹bk0) for the complex masses by replacing ~Mj ! ~Mje¡i'j ( ~Mjei'j) in bk0 for the
real masses assuming the analyticity in ~Mj. However, bk;2n (n ¸ 1) are functions of
~Mje
¡i'j and ~Mjei'j , and the above argument does not applied to them. We already
know the small l expansion of the Y-functions for the real masses up to order l4=5
(see (6.23)). The coe±cient of l4=5 is
breal20 = Y
(2)( ~M1; ~M2): (C.10)
Using this result, we can obtain b20 and ¹b20 for the complex masses by the above
prescription,
bcomplex20 = Y
(2)( ~M1e
¡i'1 ; ~M2e¡i'2); (C.11)
¹bcomplex20 = Y
(2)( ~M1e
i'1 ; ~M2e
i'2): (C.12)
Substituting these equations into (C.4), we obtain the small l expansion of the Y-
functions for the complex masses as in (6.40).
D. Structure of expansions at higher orders
In the main text, we have obtained the ¯rst order high-temperature expansion of the
Y-functions for the decagon by using the conformal perturbation. In this appendix,
we show that the structure of the high-temperature expansion is largely constrained
by the Y-system, the structure of the conformal perturbation, and the symmetries
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associated with the space-time parity and cyclicity, although one still needs higher
order perturbations to ¯nd precise values of the coe±cients. In the following, we con-
centrate on the case of the AdS3 decagon, but the discussion below can be extended
to more general cases.
We start with the expansion (C.2), and (C.3) which is in accord with the confor-
mal perturbation as discussed in Appendix C. Substituting these into the Y-system
(2.10) for the AdS3 decagon, one obtains a double expansion in e
2µ=5 and l2=5, in
which each coe±cient should vanish. For the ¯rst few orders, we then ¯nd, e.g.,
b00 = 2 cos
¡¼
5
¢
; b10 = b02 = b12 = 0 ;
b04 =
1
5
sin2
¡2¼
5
¢ ¢ b20¹b20 ; b40 = 2
5
sin2
¡¼
5
¢ ¢ (b20)2 : (D.1)
The expansion of the Y-functions in turn gives the expansions of the cross-ratios and
¢ABDS. Using the relations among bk;2p obtained from the Y-system, we ¯nd that
¢ABDS =
1X
k=0
Akl
2k=5 ; (D.2)
with
A0 = ¡2
5
log2
¡
2 cos
¼
5
¢
; A4 = B2 ¢ b20¹b20 ; (D.3)
A6 = B2(b20¹b22 + b22¹b20 + b30¹b30)¡ 40 cos4
¡2
5
¼
¢ ¢ b30¹b30 ;
and A1 = A2 = A3 = A5 = A7 = 0. B2 is given in (6.30). The result shows that one
can obtain the expansion of ¢ABDS up to O(l12=5) once b20 is known. In the main
text and Appendix C, b20 is found to be b20 = Y
(2)
¡
~M1e
¡i'1 ; ~M2e¡i'2
¢
.
One can argue that the absence of Ak with odd k is understood as a consequence
of the Z10 symmetry due to the space-time parity and cyclicity, x¡i ! x+i+1; x+i ! x¡i .
The Z10 transformation is concisely expressed by the Y -functions as [21]
Yj(µ)! Yj
¡
µ +
¼
2
i
¢
; (D.4)
or in terms of the expansion coe±cients and the TBA masses, Y (k) ! e¼i5 kY (k)
and mj ! mj=i, respectively. The cross-ratios c§13; c§14 transform as c¡13 ! c+24,
c¡14 ! c+25, c+13 ! c¡13, c+14 ! c¡14, where c+24; c+25 are given in (6.7). ¢ABDS in
(6.4) indeed has this symmetry. Note also that Ak consists of terms of the formQ
bpj ;2qj
Q¹b¹pj ;2¹qj with k =P(pj + 2qj) +P(¹pj + 2¹qj), which transform under (D.4)
as
Q
bpj ;2qj
Q¹b¹pj ;2¹qj ! e¼i5 ¢pQ bpj ;2qj Q¹b¹pj ;2¹qj with ¢p :=P pj¡P ¹pj. Thus, unless
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non-trivial cancellations with other terms occur, which is unlikely because bp;2q are
functions of mj; ¹mj, the terms with ¢p 6= 0 (mod 10) are projected out by successive
actions of the Z10 transformation. For odd k, ¢p necessary becomes non-zero and
hence Ak is projected out. This leads to the symmetry l
2=5 ! ¡l2=5. Furthermore,
the Z10 symmetry is then promoted to a continuous symmetry Y (k) ! eiÁkY (k),
which in turn corresponds to a continuous imaginary shift of µ in Yj(µ) and hence
the world-sheet rotational symmetry.
¢ABDS is also invariant under the space-time parity symmetry: x
+
i ! x¡i with
the order of the labeling of the cusps being reversed. In the case of the decagon,
this gives rise to c§13 $ c§14, which is equivalent to l2=5 ! ¡l2=5 and Y (k) $ Y (k).
Combined with the above symmetry l2=5 ! ¡l2=5, the parity results in the symmetry
Y (k) $ Y (k). Consequently, only the terms with ¢p = 0 and maintaining the
symmetry Y (k) $ Y (k), such as bp;2q¹bp;2q0 +¹bp;2qbp;2q0 , are allowed in the expansion.
In addition, since the remainder function has to have the parity and Z10 symme-
tries, Aperiod + Afree(= R10 ¡¢ABDS) also maintains these symmetries. Oppositely,
since Aperiod + Afree is invariant under the world-sheet rotational symmetry by de¯-
nition, so is the remainder function.
Regarding the functional form of bp;2q, the conformal perturbation and the expan-
sion in le§µ [46] for complex TBA masses suggest that bp;2q are given by summation
of terms of the from l¡
2
5
(p+2q) ¹m
2=5
j1
¢ ¢ ¢ ¹m2=5jp+q ¢m2=5j01 ¢ ¢ ¢m
2=5
j0q
. Indeed, given this form, one
¯nds that Y (k) transform as Y (k) ! e¼i5 kY (k) and Y (k) ! e¡i 2k5 'Y (k) under the Z10
transformation mj ! mj=i and the world-sheet rotation equivalent to mj ! ei'mj,
respectively. This is in accord with (D.4) and the above argument. Note that the
invariants under the latter symmetry depend on the phases of mj only through their
deference '12 = '1 ¡ '2.
Our results of the expansion are all consistent with the above arguments. How-
ever, further investigations are needed for de¯nite conclusions.
We can also study the structure of the high-temperature expansion of the remain-
der function at two loops. From the expansion of Yj(µ) in (C.2), (C.3), we ¯nd that
the remainder function (7.10) is expanded as
R2-loop10 =
1X
k=0
R
2-loop (k)
10 l
2k=5 ; (D.5)
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with
R
2-loop (0)
10 = ¡
¼4
12
¡ 5 log4¡2 cos ¼
5
¢
; R
2-loop (4)
10 = D2 ¢ b20¹b20 ; (D.6)
R
2-loop (6)
10 = D2(b20
¹b22 + b22¹b20 + b30¹b30) + 5 ¢ 28 cos9
³2¼
5
´
log2
³
2 cos
¼
5
´
¢ b30¹b30 ;
and R
2-loop (1)
10 = R
2-loop (2)
10 = R
2-loop (3)
10 = R
2-loop (5)
10 = R
2-loop (7)
10 = 0. D2 is given in
(7.14). Thus, the structure of the expansion is very similar to that of ¢ABDS. This
is because R2-loop10 has the parity and Z10 symmetries and hence the structure of the
expansion is strongly constrained as in the case of ¢ABDS.
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